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Reprinted from

Federal pipeline safety agency weighs new 
approach to handling population shifts

By Sarah Smith July 31, 2018

The federal pipeline safety regulator may change the way 
it handles requirements for gas pipelines in areas where 
population density is on the rise, potentially addressing 
operator concerns about the disruptions that current policy 
can lead to.

When more people move into the areas around gas transmis-
sion pipelines, federal rules require pipe operators to shift 
the way they use their infrastructure, but the U.S. Pipeline 
and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, or PHMSA, 
said July 30 that it is entertaining the idea of allowing com-
panies to instead apply certain “integrity management” 
practices.

PHMSA’s pipe classification system has four designations, 
with Class 1 lines operating in sparsely populated areas 
and Class 4 pipes operating in densely populated spaces. 
Pipelines in more populated locations have to operate with 
more conservative safety margins given the higher potential 
for devastation if something goes wrong.

As a pipe’s class location changes when population shifts, 
operators typically have a few options. They can reduce the 
pressure on the line, test the pipe to see if its historical op-
erating pressure is still appropriate or replace the pipe with 
a stronger one to allow it to keep operating at its historical 
pressure but with a higher safety margin.

These measures can be expensive and disruptive to custom-
ers, the industry has said over the years, and PHMSA asked 
for public input on whether the rules should change in an 
advanced notice of proposed rulemaking scheduled to be 
published in the Federal Register on July 31.

During past discussion of the issue, the Interstate Natural 
Gas Association of America — a trade group represent-
ing gas transmission pipelines — has recommended that 
PHMSA rewrite the rules to allow operators to do more 
extensive engineering examinations and in-line inspections 
to determine whether a pipe remains safe to operate at its 
historical pressure.

The association has said the current rules are outdated, are 
based too heavily on the limited information available half 

a century ago and require operators to replace “good pipe” 
when it is not possible or practical to use a pressure test 
to verify that a line’s risk profile remains acceptable as the 
surrounding population grows.

Keith Coyle, an energy attorney with Babst Calland Cle-
ments and Zomnir PC, agreed that the classification system 
should be updated.

“We have the ability today to do a better exam of a pipe’s 
continued fitness for service than we did 40, 50 years ago,” 
Coyle said July 30. “[To] cut pressure in your pipe, put in new 
pipe [or] do a pressure test ... can have adverse impacts on 
customers that may not be necessary if you have good in-
line inspection data.”

But PHMSA expressed concern in its notice that there are 
some pipe problems such as poor construction practices 
and certain maintenance issues that lead to leaks, ruptures 
and other failures but are not always “properly assessed” 
and managed by system operators.

Pointing to a deadly 2010 pipeline explosion in San Bruno, 
Calif., in which inaccurate and incomplete records contrib-
uted to the line failure, PHMSA noted that operators do not 
always have sufficiently thorough records of their pipes’ 
material yield strength, wall thickness, seam type, tough-
ness and coating quality. These kinds of records are “critical 
and necessary” for safely managing integrity on pipelines, 
especially in densely populated areas, PHMSA said.

“[T]here might be instances where a pipeline may be in ‘good 
condition’ from a visual standpoint, but it may not have the 
initial pipe manufacturing, pipe strength, construction qual-
ity, and [operations and maintenance] history requirements 
that add the extra level of safety required by the regulations 
for the higher population density area and the [maximum 
allowable operating pressure],” PHMSA said in its notice.

PHMSA sometimes makes exceptions for certain pipelines 
operating in areas where the population has changed mate-
rially. With a special permit from the regulator, an operator 
does not have to dock the pipe’s pressure, test the pressure 
or replace the material. Before issuing this kind of permit, 
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PHMSA does a detailed technical analysis of the line and 
requires the operator to agree to certain conditions to in-
crease the margin of safety.

The public will have 60 days to comment on the safety and 
other implications of changing the way class location is 
handled and moving to an integrity management-focused 
method in certain areas.
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